Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 31-January 4

1. HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA 9h
   It's NationalTechDay! Here's a question: What year was Huawei founded?
   - 1990
   - 1972
   - 1987
   - 2002

2. HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Jan 3
   From detailed sound and fantastic noise cancellation, hear why else PhoneArena praises the Freebuds studio.
   bit.ly/7UxHmCq

3. HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Jan 2
   Take a look at the snowy mountain tops 🏔️ HuaweiPhotography

4. HuaweiUSA © ©HuaweiUSA Jan 1
   Openness plays an important role in #Innovation. #WeAreHuawei

---

Topics to follow
Sign up to get Tweets about the Topics you follow in your Home timeline.

- Marques Brownlee
- Tim Cook
- Microsoft
- Apple
- Android
- Cloud platforms
There's a light at the end of this tunnel. #Goodbye2020 #Hello2021
#HuaweiPhotography

Failure is a part of life. The only thing to do when it happens is to try again.
Meet Huawei employee Mustafa and see how he practices this every day.
#WholeHuawei

One Habit That Will Change Your Life

If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. BeYourself.
Innovation makes the world better. #KeepGoing

Let's venture into a vast land. #ShotonHuawei

Automation helps enterprises become more engaged in the new normal. https://tinyurl.com/yxbfsug4

"Not just the factory robotic components, but just the process of engagement seems to have, in my perspective, become automated. It's almost a normal thing to do, to go in and talk about how we're going to"

-Paul Scanlon, CTO, Huawei Technologies
"If I had to sum up my life at Huawei I would say three things: opportunity, growth and appreciation" Jyoti and Shrishti joined us 5 years ago and we're proud that they are part of our growing team of #WomenInTech #HuaweiInsider #WhoAreWe

JYOTI
SHRISHTI

Technical Support Engineers

Did you miss our webinar with Tim Danks, Mark Beccue, Principal Analyst at Omdia, Barry O'Sullivan of University College Cork, and Neil Sahota, IBM Master inventor and UN AI subject matter expert, out of UC Irvine in California? Get the highlights from Datamation here.

DATAMATION.COM

Huawei’s AI Update: Things Are Moving Faster Than We Think

Meet our employee, Mustafa, and check out how he utilizes his different talent at work at Huawei. #WeAreHuawei

YOUTUBE.COM

One Habit That Will Change Your Life
If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. #BeYourself, innovation ...
5G is designed to make work better - but more importantly, it is created to keep workers safe. Ken Hu discusses how the new network will improve conditions and create peoplefirst environments.

https://tinyurl.com/y2zeoygd

There's a light at the end of this tunnel. #Goodbye2020 #Hello2021 #HuaweiPhotography